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About
The 4As Malaysia, formed in 1971,
is the Malaysian industry’s foremost
body that represents and promotes
the ‘value’ of Advertising Agencies
in the Marketing Communications
industry among advertisers, media,
suppliers, government and the public.
The organisation encompasses more
than 60 homegrown and international
Member Agencies who are key players
in the advertising industry.
We help grow Member businesses
and develop individual careers
through professional development
services, industry awards, advocacy
and support.
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To Provide Industry
Guidance & Leadership

Objectives
The following five objectives adopted
by the Council not only serve as
the backbone of the Association,
but also a commitment. As we face
the challenges of tomorrow, these
objectives will steer us through the
tough times & propel us towards
sustainable growth and inspiration
for our industry.

We set clear frameworks for best practices
in the industry, to encourage the highest
standards of creativity, ethics and business.

Standards of Practice
& Ethical Conduct

Finding an
Agency Guide

Ownership of Ideas
Developed During
A Pitch Guide

Advertiser–Agency
Agreement Template

Pitch Disbursement
By-Laws

Agency Remuneration
Fee Guide

Agency — Film Production
Agreement Template
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To Raise Standards
& Professionalism
To actively cultivate a creative economy and raise the quality of works,
4As organises and promotes various awards; coaches Member Agencies;
and in itself is an active part of various self-regulatory bodies.

To Foster Continuous
Professional Development
for the Attraction &
Retention of Agency Talent
To help Member Agencies up-skill their talent pool, 4As
partners with top institutes, practitioners and specialists,
for customised educational and participatory programs.
We know clients trust Agencies that invest in their staff.
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Effie Masterclass —
How to Craft Effie
Case-studies Submissions

Kancil Awards —
Creative Competition

Putra Brand Awards —
Recognition of the
People's Brand Choice

Franchise Holder
of Effie Awards —
Effectiveness Competition

Foreward

Active Component
Member of Industry
Self-Regulatory bodies

Craft-focused Programs
by Top Practitioners

Workshops by
Institute of Practitioners
Core-subject Specialists
in Advertising (UK):
• IPA Foundation Certificate
• IPA Commercial Certificate
• IPA EFF Test Certificate
• IPA Digital Performance Certificate
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To Promote Commercial
Creativity &
Its Effectiveness

To be the Government’s
Principal Information Source
& Advisor on Advertising

4As engages in PR and Marketing activities to showcase
the winning ‘idea’ created by Member Agencies that exceeded
KPI’s and helped transform an advertiser’s business.

4As works with the government and gives its objective
inputs to influence public policy, regulations and resist
any unwise decisions affecting advertising.

Pre- & Post-event Publicity
of Putra & Effie Awards
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Foreward

Effie Winners’ Showcase
in the Business Press

Inputs into the Drafting of
An Advertising Code for
Medical Device Advertising
for the Ministry of Health

Inputs into Re-drafting of the
Content Code/Advertising Rules for
the Communication and Multimedia
Content Forum (CMCF)

Removal of Unwise Rules
by the Film Censorship Board

Inputs into the Drafting of an Advertising
Film Production Contract Template for the
National Film Development Corporation
(FINAS) and the Malaysian Association
of Advertising Filmakers (PPFIM)
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Why Join
the 4As
01
Subsidised Award
Entry Fees

Salary and Charge Out
Rates Survey

Members enjoy a rate that
is between 40% to 60%
lower than a non-member
for entry fees into the
Effie and Kancil awards
competition.

Members who participate
in the 4As surveys gain free
access to classified findings on:

02
Cost-Reimbursement
Pitch presentations
The 4As Pitch Disbursement
By-Laws enable Members
who are not successful in a
competitive pitch to receive
a partial reimbursement
for Agency costs to develop
the pitch presentation.
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Foreward

03

a. Average salaries across an
extensive range of Agency
positions. This enables
Agency management
to confidently establish
competitive remuneration
to help retain/recruit valued
employees.
b. Benchmarks for the
charge out rates/fees for
chargeable Agency positions,
plus a benchmark of the key
drivers used to establish
these rates (chargeable
hours, overhead recovery,
profit margin).

04
IPA Alliance
The 4As alliance with
the Chartered Institute
of Practitioners in
Advertising (IPA) enables
Member access to the
portfolio of award winning
qualifications and bespoke
Agency training programs
conducted by IPA's top UK
“endorsed trainers”.

06
Subsidised
Registration Fees
Members receive between
20% to 40% reduction
on non-member fees
to attend 4As hosted
seminars and workshops,
including fees for the IPA
qualifications.
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05
Employee
Scholarships
Member employees are able
to attain globally recognized
advertising qualifications
from the annual 4As
scholarships for the:

Networking
Members have access
to industry platforms to
help influence Government
Regulators on advertising
rules. Also to directly play
an active role to safe guard
interests within the industry.

• IPA Foundation Certificate
• IPA Commercial
Certificate
• IPA EFF Test Certificate
• IPA Digital Performance
Certificate
These award winning
qualifications are developed
and written by top industry
practitioners. Not academics.

08
Best Practice Guides
Members have access
to industry best practice
guides on Fair Agency
Remuneration, Contracts,
IP Ownership of Pitch Ideas,
Finding An Agency and more
as the 4As builds it's library of
relevant guides.
4As Council Report 2019–20
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President

Senior Advisor

Council Members

Dato’ Johnny Mun

Karthi Palanisamy

Jasmin Omar

Irene Wong

Darien Mah

Chief Executive Officer
Oxygen Advertising Sdn Bhd

Managing Director
Crush Communications
Sdn Bhd

Managing Director
Ellipsis Asia Sdn Bhd

Chief Executive Officer
Grey Worldwide Sdn Bhd

Chief Executive Officer
Forefront Studio Sdn Bhd

Khairudin Rahim

Ben Chew

Adrian Loh

Kristian Lee

Leon Tang

Chief Executive Officer
4As

Managing Director
BBDO Malaysia Sdn Bhd

Managing Director
Shinajii Sdn Bhd

Chief Executive Officer
Naga DDB Sdn Bhd

General Manager
Vivaki (Malaysia) Sdn Bhd

Yee Hui Tsin

Ryusuke Oda

LV Chong

Chief Executive Officer
TBWA Kuala Lumpur Sdn Bhd

Managing Director
Hakuhodo Malaysia Sdn Bhd

Regional Business Director
Monster Interactive Sdn Bhd

Andrew Lee
Managing Director
Havas Immerse Sdn Bhd

Service
Acknowledgement
Khaidi Kamaruddin
Farrah Harith
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Foreward
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Key
Highlights
2019
“Belief Creates”
Kancil Festival
& Awards 2019
The 2 day Kancil Festival was successfully
organized for the second year as part of
the Kancil Awards.
A series of talks, forums and workshops
from 14 renowned local and international
speakers from different backgrounds
shared how their personal beliefs power
their work and how it unlocked their
potential.
Over 200 delegates from across the
creative eco system as well as over
100 tertiary students attended and were
inspired with the quality of the speakers
and exhibits.
350 guests attended the Kancil Awards
ceremony held on the second night at
REX/KL.
Entries for Student Kancil X Scoolers
jumped to 361 entries.
A whopping 80% increase compared
to 2018!

Putra Brands Awards
Hits 10 Years
Platinum awards and the Hall of Fame awards
were introduced as highlights for the 10th
anniversary of the “People’s Choice Awards”.
A force of 26,000 members of the
public joined the survey to nominate their
recommended brands across 30+ categories.
Over 1,100 people attended the full house
Putra Brands Award Gala Night.

Effie Awards 2019
Datin Seri Sharifah Menyalara Hussein from
M&C Saatchi was selected on merit, as the first
ever Malaysian Chief Judge since Effie was first
introduced to Malaysia in 2008.
Out of a total of 138 entries received the pool
of eminent judges awarded only 2 Gold, 8 Silver
and 20 Bronze awards.
Over 350 marketers and agency practitioners
attended the Effie Gala Night.
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Highlights
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PPFIM Demand for
30 day Payment Term
Rejected
Steamulus
Networking Events
Is Introduced
The latest Steamulus networking initiative,
introduced in July 2019, has received positive
response. The goal is to introduce members to a
wide range of thought provoking speakers from
different industries and create more productive
networking sessions. Topics included building
brands through music, branding via gamification
and promoting mental health in your workplace.

IPA Qualifications
as at 2019
Since 2016, a total of 228 Malaysian
practitioners have been “certified”
by IPA for their globally recognized
professional qualifications.
Our alliance with this renowned UK
professional body has been mutually
extended for another 2 year term.
Malaysians will continue to receive top
IPA “endorsed trainers” and have access
to their 4 online qualifications with more
to come.

The 4As rejected the Malaysian Association
of Advertising Filmmakers aka PPFIM’s demand
for a fixed 30 day payment term for the balance
50% production cost upon delivery of broadcast
materials. These payment terms cannot be fixed
and are to be negotiated. Every agency and it’s
clients have different payment terms.
The 4As position on this was already explained
and jointly agreed with PPFIM in 2016.
Our position remains unchanged.

Demands for Tender
Fee and Tender
Deposits Removed
Tenaga Nasional Berhad and UMW Corporation
had bundled advertising professionals together
with commodity suppliers in a “ one-size-fits-all”
tender system.
After repeated written appeals and dialogue
with clear rationales, the Heads of Procurement
from both GLC’s agree that advertising is a
professional industry and their tender fee or
tender deposit demands will no longer apply
for future advertising pitches.
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Highlights

THE STAR
Call for GLCs to stop tender fee requirement
18 November 2019
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Chairman’s
Report
Andrew Lee
President, 4As

The Association champions
the value that agencies bring to
their clients as huge boosters for
growth. The Council, in tandem
with this belief, encourages
partnerships, new agency models
and creating an environment
where agencies could flourish for
clients to benefit from the unique
business value that agencies
constantly deliver.
This aspiration entails the
critical development of talent
and promotion of creative
effectiveness. A suitable line-up
is a prerequisite for the Council
to realise these goals and the
Council is fortunate to have one
such team to manage the tasks
at hand.
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Chairman's Report

COUNCIL COMPOSITION
The first meeting in April welcomed
two new Presidential appointees.
The established Penang-based
Shinajii Sdn. Bhd. and Monster
Interactive Sdn. Bhd., which is
a full-service digital agency.
Forefront Studio Sdn. Bhd was
co-opted by Council to replace
McCann Erickson (M) Sdn. Bhd.
McCann Erickson was elected into
the Council only to later decline it.
Dato’ Johnny Mun was retained as
the Senior Advisor.

En. Khaidi Kamaruddin (Bulb
Communique) resigned as Vice
President in May, as he has to
devote his time on a new venture.
The Council agreed not to appoint
a successor. It expressed its
gratitude to En. Khaidi for his
contributions and wished him
the best in his new undertaking.

4As Council Report 2019–20
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"The Council have continued to speak out
against bad practices, address recurring
issue of government-linked companies (GLCs)
insisting on tender fees and demanding the
ownership of agency ideas in a pitch and
unreasonable lead times that were afforded
to agencies to prepare for a pitch."
VISION
The Council’s vision for the next two years
is to continue to deliver on the Association’s
long-standing objectives:
(1) Provide industry guidance and
leadership
(2) Raise standards and professionalism
in the industry
(3) Foster continuous professional
development
(4) Promote commercial creativity
and its effectiveness
(5) Be the government’s principal
information source and advisor
on advertising.
The Council have continued to speak out
against bad practices, address recurring
issue of government-linked companies
(GLCs) insisting on tender fees and demanding
the ownership of agency ideas in a pitch and
unreasonable lead times that were afforded
to agencies to prepare for a pitch.
After several rounds of appeals, Tenaga
National Berhad finally agreed to drop their
requirement for a RM 5,000.00 tender fee for
all future tenders involving advertising and
media agencies.
They now recognise their outmoded “one
size fits all” tender policy should not apply to
professionals from the creative industry. The
same positive decision was also announced
by UMW Corporation. They will no longer
demand a 0.5% tender deposit for all future
advertising tenders.
Members were reminded of the need to
notify the Secretariat upon the acceptance
of a pitch invitation regardless whether the
Member assumes that the agency is the
only Member invited.
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The Association needs all Members to act
in unison to uphold the rules that for the
past 14 years have helped reduce advertiser
abuse and enabled Members who were not
successful in a pitch to receive at least
partial reimbursement for costs.
The Council had to impose disciplinary
action on Members who had breached
the By Laws. These measures comprised
demerit points, suspension and, regrettably,
expulsion for repeat offenders.

ADVERTISING STANDARDS
ADVISORY MALAYSIA (ASA)
The ASA, first established in 1977, has suffered
from lack of assertiveness and speed in decisionmaking on complaints on misleading print,
outdoor and cinema advertisements.
The Association decided to arrest the selfregulatory body’s decline. After garnering the
undivided support of fellow constituent ASA
members, the Malaysian Advertisers Association
(MAA), Malaysian Newspaper Publishers
Association (MNPA), Media Specialists Association
(MSA) and the Outdoor Advertising Association
of Malaysia (OAAM), the Association enacted a
leadership change.
The mission for the ASA Council is to recapture
its effectiveness and respect amongst industry
stakeholders. It now falls on the Association’s
nominee and new ASA Chairman, En. Azizul Kallahan,
an industry veteran and former Council Member,
to galvanise all stakeholders to regain ASA’s
potency.
The Council has already witnessed positive
results, with the ASA handling and determining
simple complaints all within a week instead of
months.

COMMUNICATIONS AND MULTIMEDIA
CONTENT FORUM OF MALAYSIA
(CMCF)
The CMCF, established in 2001, continues its
effective industry self-regulatory role of the
electronic content industry. This is in spite of the
uncertainty concerning funding arriving on time
from the regulator, the Malaysian Communications
and Multimedia Commission (MCMC).
A productive and cordial meeting with the new
MCMC Chairman in January 2019 turned out to be
a false dawn. The MCMC’s Compliance department
surprisingly produced a highly disputable and
premature performance appraisal of the CMCF,
which it tied to the first quarter of 2019.
The CMCF had in fact either fulfilled or
exceeded all KPI’s by the end of 2019. The CMCF
EXCO – led by Chairman, Datuk Izham Omar
(Primeworks Studio / Media Prima) and ViceChairman, En. Khairudin Rahim (the Association’s
CEO) – will correct the false perceptions and
resolve the uncertainties with the MCMC’s top
management by May 1, 2020.

STEAMULUS NETWORKING
SERIES
Members benefitted from the Steamulus
series introduced for the first time in June
2019. This is a new initiative with the goal
of introducing members to a wide range
of speakers from different industries,
providing a more productive networking
session as well as awareness of current
issues in the workplace. This included an
understanding of workplace mental health
issues.

MEMBERSHIP RECRUITMENT
Concessions under the Boomerang
Membership Accreditation Programme
(BMAP), on the entry fee for the Kancil
Awards and complimentary admission into
the Steamulus networking events were part
of a range of incentives introduced to help
recruit new Members.
The Northern Chapter of the Association
remained active. Mr. Adrian Loh spearheaded
engagement activities in Penang and the
Council was more than pleased to lend
its hand. The Why Join the 4As? dialogue
sessions were an invaluable platform to
introduce the Association and illustrate the
value of the membership of the Association.

4As Council Report 2019–20
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AUDIT BUREAU OF CIRCULATIONS
(ABC) AND JIC DIGITAL
There is irrefutable evidence that key advertisers
from the Malaysian Advertisers Association (MAA)
no longer insist that media planning agencies use
ABC-audited publications as a mandatory basis
for media buys.
The Association withdrew its membership as
there is lamentably no longer any merit to remain
as a founding member. The Association will however
support the establishment of JIC Digital only if
the MAA drives this body. It is the Council’s view is
that JIC Digital will not succeed if MAA members
do not buy advertisements strictly on JIC Digitalaudited online publications.

MALAYSIAN ASSOCIATION OF
ADVERTISING FILMMAKERS (PPFIM)
The National Film Development Corporation
(FINAS) restored the need for written production
agreements as one of the “Made In Malaysia”
requirements for airing TV Commercials. This
was effective from October 1, 2019.
We welcomed FINAS’s clarification that
monopolies would no longer be encouraged and
that the corporation will accept copies of written
agreements from all film production companies
instead of only from members of PPFIM.
Since 2016, the Association has promoted the
use of written agreements between Agency
and the Film Production Company as a “best
practice.” The Association had vetted and found
the individual clauses in the template (guide)
developed by PPFIM as fair and reasonable.
The Association endorsed it for industry use.
This included the clause on the need for 50%
upfront payment to be remitted before a minimum of seven days prior to start of the shoot.
The PPFIM, without any prior dialogue or warning,
introduced a new demand for a fixed 30-day
payment term for the balance production cost
of fifty percent. This was to be effective from
February 11, 2020.
The Association has notified PPFIM that their
30-day demand has been rejected, as it does
not take into account that advertisers have
individually-negotiated payment terms with
their agencies.
Payment terms for the balance 50% between
the agency and film production company is to
be negotiated on a “willing buyer-seller” basis.
The PPFIM was reminded that this was what the
Association and PPFIM had jointly agreed in 2016.
The Association’s position on this matter remains
unchanged and awaits PPFIM’s formal response.
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"The Association has
notified PPFIM that their
30-day demand has
been rejected, as it does
not take into account
that advertisers have
individually-negotiated
payment terms with
their agencies."

CHARTERED INSTITUTE OF
PRACTITIONERS IN ADVERTISING
(IPA) PROGRAMMES
The Association’s relationship with the IPA
continues to grow in strength. This partnership
was again extended for another two-year term.
This followed the dialogue sessions in London
between the Association’s CEO and the IPA’s
Director General, Mr. Paul Bainsfair, and Director
of Membership & Professional Development,
Mr. Patrick-Mills, in March.

IPA DIGITAL PERFORMANCE
CERTIFICATE (BATCH 1)
The fourth and latest IPA qualification was
introduced in September 2019. The December
2019 exam resulted in 15 certified Malaysians
(93% pass rate) with three member employees
scoring distinction. This qualification is designed
for practitioners to be better able to brief, plan
and execute digital specific campaigns regardless
of their agency specialisation.
It helps young practitioners to understand each
of the key disciplines in digital marketing, learn
how to buy traffic through display marketing,
and “how to message” successful campaigns
including SEO, affiliate marketing and paid search.

4As Council Report 2019–20
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PUTRA BRAND AWARDS
The Putra Brand Awards celebrated a decade
of distinction in September 2019 with two new
features: the introduction of another category of
award – the Platinum – and a Hall of Fame special
admission. The event itself attracted a full house.

KANCIL FESTIVAL AND AWARDS
A new Kancil trophy design was unveiled before
350 attendees and 14 keynote speakers at REX/
KL in October 2019. The Council continued to
accept submissions from non-Members, with
the firm belief that open competition raises
standards.

EFFIE AWARDS
Over 320 marketers and agencies attended the
sell-out Effie Gala Night in December 2019 that
featured 24 Product and Services categories and
11 Specialty categories in total.
The event this year unveiled the Entertainment
& Sports and New Product & Services categories
while the Financial Services category was separated
into Financial and Financial Cards groups. All
these categories conform to Effie New York’s list.

THE MEMBERS’ EMPLOYEE
SCHOLARSHIPS
The award winning and globally recognised IPA
online qualifications continue to enable Member
employees to improve fluency in their job
performance. To date 40 Member employees
have received the Association’s scholarships
to study the IPA Foundation Certificate, IPA
Commercial Certificate, IPA EFF Test and IPA
Digital Performance Certificate. The Association
will continue to offer this Member benefit as part
of its commitment to continuous professional
development (CPD).

SCHOLARSHIP AWARDS FOR
LECTURERS - IPA FOUNDATION
CERTIFICATE
Seventeen advertising lecturers have been
awarded the Association’s scholarships since
2017. They have now transformed into goodwill
ambassadors of the Association, adopted the upto-date content from the Foundation Certificate
course and are sharing this “modern” advertising
knowledge with their students.
There is merit in continuing and expanding this
“train the trainer” scheme. Through the lecturers,
the Association is helping raise standards and the
employability of graduates. The Council is actively
encouraging more universities to apply.
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ENGAGEMENT WITH REGULATORY
BODIES

THE ASTRO EDUCATION AID
The Council records its deepest appreciation to
Astro Malaysia Holdings Bhd. for its RM100,000.00
education aid to the Association in 2019, which
has again helped to lower delegates’ fees for the
IPA boot camps using IPA’s “endorsed trainers.”

GRADUATE RECRUITMENT
The central activity under this programme is
the Association’s participation in career fairs
and talks in universities and colleges. The aim is to
enlighten would-be practitioners on the extensive
breadth of job opportunities that are available.
These visits are also opportunities for the
Association to inspire students from various
disciplines to apply for jobs, as the industry
welcomes graduates from diverse educational
backgrounds and does not confine itself to only
marketing, business or communications
degree holders.

At the behest of the Association, the Communications and Multimedia Content Forum
of Malaysia (CMCF), Federation of Malaysian
Manufacturers (FMM) and the Malaysian
Advertisers Association (MAA) united under
a working group to develop a CMCF Sub-Code
on Advertising to Children.
This was in anticipation of the Ministry of Health’s
(MOH) intention to introduce restrictions or even
possible bans on advertisements of food and
drinks that contain high levels of fat, salt and/
or sugar to correspond with the standards of the
World Health Organisation, which it is advocating
to governments worldwide.
The Association, FMM and MAA, which are
anxious over the government’s potential kneejerk reaction, have completed the sub-code
under the umbrella of CMCF. The MCMC, which
fully supports the sub-code, would gazette it by
July 2020. The Association’s stand remains that
a product is legal to be advertised if it is legally
allowed to be sold.
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Elevate the
role of the 4As
in cultivating
a Creative
Economy

Promoting that
ideas (creative
economy) drive
value change

PROJECTS
• Putra Brand Awards
• Effie Malaysia
• Kancil Awards

The Putra Brand Awards (PBA)
THE TENTH YEAR
Organizing Chairman, Dato Johnny Mun,
Oxygen Advertising announced the tenth year
of the Putra Brand Awards will have two new
highlights. The first was the introduction of a
Platinum award to compliment the Gold, Silver
and Bronze in each category.

Engineer a positive
perception of
Malaysia as a market
for creative
excellence locally
and internationally

The other new highlight was the Hall of Fame
induction for brands that earned consecutive
Gold victories in the past nine years as well as
the Platinum for 2019.

PUBLICITY & SURVEY
The organizing committee enlisted the
support of news, radio and classified publishers
to help conduct the consumer survey on their
websites. These were:
(1) Star Media Group Bhd.: thestar.com.my,
988.com.my and suria.my
(2) Astro Radio: era.je, hitz.com.my, my.com.my
and raaga.my
(3) Ripple Media of Media Prima Radio:
flyfm.com.my, hotfm.com.my, onefm.com.my
and koolfm.com.my;
(4) Sin Chew Media Corporation Bhd.:
sinchew.com.my
(5) The Edge Communications Sdn. Bhd.:
theedgemarkets.my
(6) Sun Media Corporation Sdn. Bhd.:
thesundaily.my;

BRAND OF THE YEAR

COMMITTEE
Led by Dato’ Johnny Mun, Mr. Karthi
Palanisamy, Ms. Irene Wong and
supported by Mr. Ryusuke Oda,
Mr. Andrew Lee and Ms. Yee Hui Tsin

Awards
Committee
Report

Astro
HALL OF FAME

Astro, Colgate, Gardenia,
Maybank, Maxis, Petronas,
Taylor’s University
PLATINUM

Uniqlo, Toyota, Petronas, Maybank,
Heineken, Yakult, Milo, Samsung,
Maxis, Taylor’s University,
Golden Screen Cinemas, Gardenia,
Dettol, Ikea, Top, Astro, Colgate,
Panasonic, IJM Land, McDonald’s,
Watson’s, Malaysia Airlines

(7) The New Straits Times Press Bhd.:
nst.com.my, bharian.com.my
and hmetro.com.my;
(8) See Hua Marketing Sdn. Bhd.: seehua.com
(9) 701Search Pte. Ltd.: mudah.my
The two-month survey concluded in August
attracted over 26,000 public respondents. Market
research leader Ipsos Sdn. Bhd. was again tasked
with compiling the survey findings.
Additional publicity was secured when outdoor
media owner Spectrum Outdoor Marketing
provided complimentary outdoor sites to help
promote the awards.
In spite of a moderate cash sponsorship,the gala
evening held on September 27 at Hotel Majestic
Kuala Lumpur yielded a surplus that exceeded
expectations.
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Kancil Awards & Festival

KANCIL AWARDS

914
ENTRIES

STUDENT
KANCILS X SCOOLERS

361
ENTRIES

JUDGING
En. Emir Shafri, Publicis Malaysia was
appointed the Jury Chairman while last
year’s Jury Chairman, Ms. Gigi Lee, TBWA
was appointed as Advisor.
The entry deadline was on September
13 for Early Bird submissions while the
definitive deadline was on September 20.
914 entries were received compared
to 989 entries last year.
In a highly encouraging development,
Student Kancils X Scoolers recorded
impressive growth to garner 361 entries.
This was an 80% increase over 2018.

TROPHY REDESIGN
A redesign of the Kancil Awards trophy
was necessary following negative
feedback from Members in 2018.
Mr. Alvin Teoh was assigned to oversee
the redesign. The Council selected the
“Kevlar Kancil” option amongst the
options presented.

SUBMISSIONS FROM
MEMBERS’ AGENCIES
The honour for building on the
success of last year’s event was
once again given to Mr Karthi
Palanisamy, Crush Communications
(Organizing Chairman) and Mr Alvin
Teoh, NagaDDB Tribal (Creative
Council Chairman).
The Council agreed that agency
brands under Member companies
are allowed to enter the awards as
in the previous years by using their
selected agency brand name.
The Council also decided that more
than one agency brand name owned
by a registered Member is permitted
to enter the awards as long as
the Association’s Secretariat are
officially notified before the Kancil
call for entries is announced.
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BUDGET
Organising Chairman Mr. Karthi
Palanisamy, recommended that
the venue for the Festival and
Awards ceremony be in the
same location to better manage
logistics and costs.
The majority of the revenue will
again come from entrance fees
which are priced at RM1,900.00
per-person for Members and
RM2,300.00 for non-members.
These are HRDF claimable.
Students can attend the
exhibition for free . They will
however not be allowed to attend
the talks which are restricted to
paying delegates. Students can
however view the proceedings
which are broadcast live at a
designated section of the event
venue, REX:KL.

GOLDEN KANCIL

BFM Bersatu For
Makan, Fishermen
Integrated
AGENCY OF THE YEAR

Naga DDB Tribal
ADVERTISER OF THE YEAR

Maxis
PRODUCTION HOUSE
OF THE YEAR

Directors
Think Tank
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EVENT POSTMORTEM
More than 200 delegates attended
the Festival and 350 guests attended
the Awards night. 14 keynote speakers
delivered their illuminating views at
REX/KL. The event registered a deficit,
which was attributed to lesser earnings
from entry submissions, ticket sales,
cash sponsorship and a higher cost
outlay to construct and run the events.
The Organising Chairman proposed
hosting of the awards be moved earlier
to the month of July and to create
a minimum of a two-week window
between the judging stage and the
event itself. This to allow for additional
time to drive ticket sales.
The Council concurred that the format
of the festival should remain but again
called for the Organising Committee
to market this event regionally for
supplementary revenue from ticket
sales. Event planning also to commence
much earlier.
The selection of a practical venue
with built-in facilities and the need
to lower construction costs was
also emphasized. The final decision
on the next venue to rest with the
Organising Chairman and the Council.

YOUNG SPIKES MALAYSIA
AirAsia stepped forward as the sponsor of the Young
Spikes Malaysia competition. They suggested that Young
Kancil winners automatically become the Young Spikes
Malaysia representatives if Mr. Hamandar Singh, the Young
Spikes Malaysia organiser undertakes its organisation.
The Council agreed to bestow official status to the
Malaysian leg of the Young Spikes competition.
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Effie
Awards
THEME
Ms Irene Wong, CEO of Grey
Worldwide was appointed as
Organizing Chairman where
as Ms Yee Hui Tsin, Managing
Director of TBWA was appointed
Vice Organizing Chairman. The
organizing committee tabled
three concepts to the Council.
The theme of Science and Magic
was chosen.

NEW CATEGORIES
Council agreed that
Entertainment & Sports
and New Product & Services
categories be added and to split
the Financial Services category
into Financial and Financial
Cards groups. These classes
exist on the menu of categories
listed by Effie New York.
The Efforts for Good – Brands
and Efforts for Good – Non-Profit
/ Pro-bono categories were
renamed Positive Change: Social
Good – Brands and Positive
Change: Social Good – Non-Profit
respectively.

AGENCY OF THE YEAR

Leo Burnett
BRAND OF THE YEAR

Maxis

JUDGING

EVENT

Datin Seri Sharifah
Menyalara Hussein, M&C
Saatchi was appointed as
the first ever Malaysian Chief
Judge. Ms. Lau Su Lin (Grab),
Mr. Tai Kam Leong (Maxis
Communications), Ms. Eileen
Ooi (PHD Media), Mr. Bala
Pomaleh (IPG Mediabrands),
Mr. Amit Sutha (Universal
McCann) served as Lead
Juries.

The Effie Gala Night, attended
by over 320 marketers and
agency practitioners was
held at the Four Seasons
Hotel. It featured a total of
24 Product and Services
categories and 11 Specialty
categories. 2 Gold, 8 Silver
and 20 Bronze awards were
handed out to brands for their
effective work. Each finalist
also received Effie points
that count towards creative
agencies’ ranking on the
Global Effie Index.

Judging was separated into
two sessions as required by
the New York Effie HQ. Both
rounds of on-ground judging
progressed on September 25
and October 30 at Common
Ground office space in
Ampang.
49% or 68 from the total of
138 entries were shortlisted
for the final Round 2 judging
process on October 30.
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As a learning for future Effie
Events, Council decided
not to name categories for
sponsorships. The need to
organise Masterclass, CMO
Breakfast talk or an Awards
after-party is also negated
due to low interest from
Members.
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PROJECTS

Pitch Disbursement By Laws

• Pitch Disbursement By Laws
• Boomerang
• Membership

Improving
the quality of
talent, ethics
and professional
standards

DEMAND FOR TENDER FEES /
DEPOSIT
Tenaga Nasional Bhd. (TNB), unreasonably
demanded a non-refundable tender fee of
RM5,000.00 from any agency that wished
to submit their credentials at the Request for
Information (RFI) stage. UMW Corporation Sdn.
Bhd. meanwhile, mandated that agencies pay
a tender deposit of 0.5% of the agency’s bid
amount during its submission.
These companies are unjustly treating
professional service providers using a tender
policy that is historically deployed for commodity,
construction and machinery purchases.

Membership
Recruitment
and Marketing

The Council submitted repeated appeals with
clear rationales to both TNB and UMW Corporation
to remove the tender fee or deposit requirement
from their future pitches. In reinforcing the
Association’s position on the matter, statements
against such unreasonable practices were also
issued in the leading business and trade press.
The 4As CEO was invited in January for a dialogue
with TNB’s Chief Procurement Officer, Encik Amir
Mahmud Abdullah. TNB finally accepted the 4As
rationales and agreed with immediate effect, any
tender involving creative services, ideation and
innovation would no longer be subject to payment
of a tender fee. Architects too would benefit from
this decision.

"TNB should not generalise
nor assume that some
agencies might decide to
enter the tender, and waste
their evaluation panel’s time,
even if they know they are
not qualified, competent,
nor have the resources and
talent to deliver.
Agencies also value time.
Agencies do not participate
in pitches just to ‘test the
waters’. Far, far from it."

Encik Wan Mohammed Hoveyda Sulaiman,
General Manger Procurement, UMW Corporation
responded with a non- committal answer they
would “take into consideration the 4As appeal for
future tender exercises when the time comes”.

Advocacy
Committee
Report

The Association sent a 3rd appeal in February
emphasizing that while a tender deposit may
be historically relevant for machinery or
building construction purchases, Advertising
professionals should not be bundled together with
the commodity suppliers into a one-size-fits-all
tender system.
UMW Corporation finally accepted our various
arguments and announced in March 2020 their
demand for tender deposits would cease for all
future tenders involving Advertising services.

COMMITTEE
Led by En. Jasmin Omar,
Mr. Leon Tang, Mr. Adrian Loh
and supported by Mr. Darien Mah
and Dato’ Johnny Mun

MUMBRELLA ASIA
Malaysia's TNB charges RM5,000 pitch fee
to weed out 'non-serious' agencies
4 November 2019
4As Council Report 2019–20
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Boomerang Membership
Accreditation
Programme (BMAP)
COMPLIANCE
A recurring concern affecting the pitch notification
rule has arisen. Members notify the Secretariat as
late as one day before the pitch presentation date
while others maintain their silence.
A reminder was issued to all Members that the
By Laws require them to immediately notify
the Secretariat upon the acceptance of a pitch
invitation via the official notification form.
The question of whether there is one or more
participating 4As Member can only be determined
once the advertiser formally shares the list of
agencies involved in the pitch with the Association.
This requirement will be made more explicit in an
updated By Laws for adoption at the AGM.

Membership

MEMBERSHIP VALUE
In June, En. Jasmin Omar and Mr. LV Chong
briefed the new Council Members on the
background to the inception of the Boomerang
Membership Accreditation Programme and its
importance in the wider scheme of our industry.
The Secretariat reported that 16 Members have
yet to reply with updates on their accumulation
of BMAP points and, out of this group, 14 have
yet to remit their annual levies despite reminders.

Council Members and the CEO continued to
share information on the value of joining the
Association with prospective Members whenever the opportunity arises.
The 8 tangible benefits of membership have
been articulated and circulated to Members in
the past two Annual Reports and also explained
to Members who attended the Annual General
Meetings.

En. Jasmin advised these Members that they
could also earn BMAP points by submitting
entries for the Kancil and Effie Awards, attending
events organised by the Association such as the
Steamulus series, signing up for the IPA courses
and conducting the agency’s own in-house
training sessions.

Unfortunately, many agency owners and directors
fail to attend the AGM, industry events, read the
Annual Reports and Council meeting minutes. In
spite of repeated notifications, a large number of
Members are still unaware of the scholarships
offered for their employees.

The efforts paid off as the number of Members
who have not settled their levy and not amassed
sufficient BMAP points dwindled.

NEW MEMBERSHIP INCENTIVES

A revamped BMAP handbook was uploaded on
the Association website for reference.

The Council introduced several incentives
to facilitate recruitment:
(1) New Members would be required to pay
a joining fee of RM5,000.00 and the levy
for the first year is waived.
(2) The total BMAP points a new Member is
required to achieve is reduced by 50% for
the first year only.

BENEFITS OF
JOINING 4As

1

Subsidised
Award Entry Fees
2

Cost-Reimbursement
Pitch Presentations
3

Salary and Charge
Out Rates Survey
4

IPA Alliance
5

(3) 2 representatives from each new Member
agency will be invited to networking
events organised by the Association on a
complimentary basis for the first year only.

Employee
Scholarships

(4) The levy for the second year will be reduced
by 50% for new Members who fulfill 100% of
their BMAP points for the first year only.

6

(5) New Members will enjoy a 50% concession on
the entry fees for the Effie and Kancil Awards
for the first year only.
(6) Existing Members who recruit new Members
will receive 100 BMAP Points for each new
application approved by Council.

Subsidised
Registration Fees
7

Networking
8

Best Practice Guides
34
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"A pitch, for all intent and purpose, is an offer
to provide a service to the advertiser. Unless
the advertiser is acceptable to this offer
with an agreed consideration to be passed,
the ownership of the IP remains with the
advertising agency."

MEMBER RECRUITMENT
Some current and potential
Members are under the wrong
impression that the Association’s
main purpose is to create new
business opportunities in return
for membership.
The Council moved to correct
this perception via the Why Join
the 4As? dialogues. 5 agencies in
Penang were the first to attend
these sessions in April, which was
strengthened by the presence of
3 existing Members from the state.
Council Members explained
the Association’s purpose, role,
objectives and membership
benefits. This dialogue also
sought to understand the market
circumstances and needs for
the Association to assist Penang
Members, where feasible.
Council Member Mr. Adrian Loh
– who organised the session will
continue to engage with the 5
companies.
In another endeavor, the Council
identified potential agencies from
a list of non-Members who had
submitted their entries for the
Kancil Awards 2019. An invitation
was extended to these agencies
to attend upcoming Association
events and experience the benefits
of membership.
The membership application form
– which has been in use since 1990
has been completely revamped to
render it current and relevant.
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CAPPING SALARY
INFLATION – NEW HIRES
Members were reminded of the past
“gentleman’s agreement” for any
new recruitment, which was initiated
by the Association in the past. The
agency’s CEO must:
(a) Insist on sighting the prospective
employee’s current pay slip
before extending the offer
(b) In the case of a parallel move
– the same role or title – to cap
the offer to no more than a 15%
increase on the last drawn salary.

OWNERSHIP OF
INTELLECTUAL
PROPERTY (IP)
The advice that the Council obtained
from intellectual property lawyers
is that from a legal standpoint,
IP clauses that are inserted by
Advertisers in a number of pitch
documents are impotent and
ineffective.
Examples;
(1) All submissions for the Request
For Performance (RFP) are not
returnable and shall become
the property of the client
(2) All materials submitted in
response to this Request
For Performance (RFP) RFP
become the sole property
of the advertiser.
A pitch, for all intent and purpose,
is an offer to provide a service to the

advertiser. Unless the advertiser
is acceptable to this offer with an
agreed consideration to be passed,
the ownership of the IP remains with
the advertising agency. There is no
ambiguity on this. Such clauses are
unethical and legally ineffective.
The MAA President has been notified
of this position and we sought
their cooperation to circulate the
notification to all MAA members.
A statement to convey the
Association’s position on the matter
was once again issued to trade and
business press.

MEMBER ENGAGEMENT
The Steamulus series is the
association’s latest initiative with
a goal of introducing members
to a wide range of speakers from
different industries, providing
members with more productive
networking sessions, as well as
awareness of current issues in
the workplace.

To their credit Telekom Malaysia,
Maybank, Cyberview and the Malaysian
Healthcare Travel Council (MHTC) have
all confirmed the unethical clause will
be removed from all future pitch/tender
documents.
The first Steamulus talk, was held
on July 25, 2019 at Foremula at
Dana 1 Commercial Centre.

gamification and how it can be used
to build brands to an almost full
house of 67 participants.

Guest speaker Mr. Kenny Ong,
Managing Director of Universal
Music Group, shared his experience
on Building Brands and Gaining
Brand Fans Through The Power of
Music. This was a sold out event.

The third talk was held on February
24 with speaker Dr Liew Kah
Leong on the topic “The Untold
Truth about Mental Health in the
Workplace”.

The Council thanked Organising
Chairman Mr. Darien Mah for
successfully facilitating this.
The second Steamulus talk was held
on September 24. In the interest
of spreading the benefit to a larger
group, each Member’s participation
was limited to a maximum of 10
attendees. Speaker Mr. Jacky Chan
of Gameloft Sdn. Bhd. elaborated on

Mental health is not something
that many employers are familiar
with. While all companies provide
physical health benefits, mental
health is usually not covered by
these benefits. Most employers lack
the familiarity and tools for how to
handle this. The talk helped raise
awareness especially amongst
the HR practitioners from member
agencies.
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COMMITTEE

Government

Led by En. Jasmin Omar,
Mr. LV Chong Loh,
Puan Farrah Harith
and Mr Andrew Lee.

To build
relationship
through
Networking

MINISTRY OF HEALTH
Possible Food and Drinks Advertisements
Restrictions
The Ministry of Health (MOH) is determined to regulate
advertising to counter the increase in health problems
related to the consumption of food and drinks with high
salt, sugar and/or fat content.

To be a source
of reference for
brand marketing and
communications issues,
and Legislation that
affect consumer
communications
and demand

PROJECTS
Government
• Ministry of Health (MOH)
• Ministry of Finance (MOF)
• Malaysian Communication
and Multimedia Commission
(MCMC)
• Human Resources
Development Fund (HRDF)
Media Partners:
• Media Prima
• Astro
• Star Media Group
• Media Fellowship

Ideas to introduce taxes or fines based on the levels
of salt, sugar and / or fat in food and drinks have been
mooted. MOH has been encouraged by the response
from manufacturers in other countries that yielded and
reformulated their products to address similar concerns.
The Council initiated a dialogue in April between the
Communications and Multimedia Content Forum
of Malaysia (CMCF), the Federation of Malaysian
Manufacturers (FMM) and the Malaysian Advertisers
Association (MAA) to pre-empt the Ministry’s move.

To be
Brand
Malaysia
advocate

Professional Bodies
and Marketers:
• Media Specialists
Association (MSA)
• Advertsing Standards
Advisory Malaysia (ASA)
• Audit Bureau of Circulation
(ABC)
• Communications and
Multimedia Content Forum
(CMCF)
• National Film Development
Corporation (FINAS)
• Malaysian Association of
Advertising Filmmakers
(PPFIM)

The FMM is concerned with the stringent guidelines
proposed from the Ministry but not yet implemented.
These have been influenced by the World Health
Organization (WHO).
FMM fears that acceptance of WHO’s recommendations
would negatively affect many of their members’ products
and could result in some being removed from the shelves.
FMM agreed to collaborate with the CMCF to develop
a Sub-Code on Advertising to Children.

Guidelines on Medicine Advertising
and Product Registration Procedures
Members were updated that, with effect
from January 1, 2019, the application fee for
advertisment approvals from the Medicine
Advertisements Board (Kementerian Kesihatan
Lembaga Iklan Ubat or KKLIU) would be
increased from RM100.00 to RM300.00.
The Association requested in April that the
CMCF urge the Ministry of Health’s Medicines
Advertisement Board to remove the unwise
rule that every medicine radio advertisement
must either commence or end with an
announcement “This advertisement has been
approved by the Medicines Advertisement
Board.”
The Association believes it is unfair for
the advertiser to waste precious paid-for
airtime to announce this at the expense of
the brand message and creativity. This rule
is made redundant by the fact that radio
stations will and can only broadcast medicine
advertisements with a certificate that shows
the Board has approved the ad.
A reply is pending.

CMCF have studied the best practices from UK’s
Advertising Standards Authority, World Federation
of Advertisers and the Malaysian Code of Advertising
Practice (ASA Malaysia). The Sub- Code has been
completed and will be gazetted by the Malaysian
Communications and Multimedia Commission (MCMC)
by July 2020.

Engage
Committee
Report

"The Association believes it is unfair for the
advertiser to waste precious paid-for airtime to
announce this advertisement has been approved
by the Medicines Advertisement Board at the
expense of the brand message and creativity."
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MINISTRY OF FINANCE

COMMUNICATIONS AND MULTIMEDIA
CONTENT FORUM OF MALAYSIA (CMCF)

Sales & Service Tax (SST)

Executive Committee

Pursuant to the Service Tax (Persons Exempted from
Payment of Tax) Order 2018, there is no double taxation
when a Member registered under Item 8, Group I in the
First Schedule to the Service Tax Regulations 2018
invoices the Association for pitch disbursements. In fact,
any provision of advertising services between such a
registered Member and the Association are exempted
from charging service tax upon invoicing. Service tax
will only be charged by the Association when invoicing
the Advertiser for pitch disbursement and this will be
remitted to the Royal Malaysian Customs Department
as and when due.

En. Khairudin Rahim, CEO 4As was re-elected Vice
Chairman of CMCF while Datuk Ahmad Izham Omar from
Media Prima’s Primework Studios was also re-elected
as Chairman for another 2 year term. This arrangement
ensures continuity to steer and manage the challenges
ahead.

Meanwhile training and coaching services have been
included as taxable services under Item 7, Group G
in the First Schedule to the Service Tax Regulations
2018 pursuant to the Service Tax (Amendment) (No.
3) Regulations 2018. Therefore, the Association is
now required to charge 6% service tax for training
with effect from 1 March 2019 as the training revenue
derived from the Kancil Festival and Chartered (IPA)
programmes has exceeded the service tax registration
threshold of RM500,000.00. No service tax exemption
is available in this regard because it involves invoicing
between different categories of taxable services unless
the Member is also registered for service tax under
abovementioned Group G.

Members in CMCF’s Complaints Bureau serve a
maximum of two terms. Each term is equivalent to two
years. In the Advertiser’s Category, the MAA’s two terms
have ended and the 4As have replaced them.

Malaysian Communications and Multimedia
Commission (MCMC)
The CMCF updated regulator MCMC on status
of the revised Content Code, the need for timely
and continued funding for CMCF in a meeting with
En. Al-Ishsal Ishak, the new MCMC Chairman. Their
top management was also in attendance.
En. Al-Ishsal revealed that he had studied the role and
past accomplishments of CMCF – which fulfilled and, on
many occasions, surpassed its annual Key Performance
Indicators (KPI) that were jointly set by the MCMC
management and CMCF. The MCMC Chairman also
acknowledged the relevance of the CMCF as an industry
self-regulatory body.
The CMCF was surprised to learn in August 2019 that
MCMC gave a poor performance appraisal for the
first quarter. The CMCF did not have the benefit of a
12-month window to properly deliver on each KPI. The
first quarter appraisal was a premature measurement.
In the past, CMCF share work in progress with MCMC
and clarifications were exchanged between both
parties. There was no practice of a quarterly appraisal.
The annual year end appraisal is the correct way to
measure performance.
Part of MCMC’s criticism centred on the CMCF’s
alleged failure to act on their request for a new
accounting Standard Operating Procedure and their
request to reduce operational cost in 2018.
The CMCF replied that the new procedures had indeed
been implemented and this fact conveyed in writing
to their audit committee. Cost savings were identified
and MCMC notified of the list in the same month. These
include reduced office rental and deploying own
employees to manage smaller events as opposed
to using third party event companies.
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HUMAN RESOURCES
DEVELOPMENT FUND (HRDF)
The CMCF is not satisfied with the biased performance
appraisal and the generalised conclusions were also
found in MCMC’s next 2 quarterly appraisals.

HRDF resumed its Sectorial Training Committee (STC).
The goal of the STC is to identify training needs in all
sectors to enhance productivity and competitiveness.

The CMCF refuted all unjust allegations, sought
immediate payment on valid unpaid expense claims,
and challenged the viability of MCMC wanting CMCF
to eventually be a self funding body. A formal letter
was sent to MCMC highlighting a clear response to
each unfair criticism. A dialogue between the CMCF’s
Executive Committee (ExCo) and MCMC to resolve the
matter will be held by 1 May 2020.

The Council assumed an active interest as a registered
trainer. The Association is eager to tap into available
training funds – which are separate from claimable
HRDF funds.

Content Code

The 4As President attended the HRDF’s Digital Field
Framework Planning meeting in July and learned that
HRDF now has limited funds. This project therefore will
be implemented in staggered phases: Phase 1 will cover
Data Science, Cybersecurity and Creative Technology
Content while Phase 2 will encompass Software,
Internet of Things and Systems Integration.

The proposed amendments to the Content Code,
originally introduced in 2004, reached the “Public
Consultation Exercise” stage in July 2019. MCMC
has gazetted the 2 nd edition of the code on
14 February 2020.

A committee under HRDF is developing a framework
to promote relevant digital skills and the Council has
submitted the list of IPA online qualifications to HRDF
that the Association endorses..

These amendments include body slimming products
consumed orally such as pills, herbal teas and liquid and
powder formulas. The amendment will now require the
product to be certified safe by the Ministry of Health
with the “MAL” registration number before the Medicine
Advertisement Board (KKLIU) vets the advertisement.
The other three proposed amendments do not affect
advertisements and cover:
(a) Content / movie classification as determined
by the Malaysian Film Censorship Board
(b) Advocating public and privately owned
TV broadcasters to air movies that are for
viewers aged 18 and above after 11pm
(c) Increasing privacy standards via the Malaysian
Personal Data Protection Act 2010.

Infringing Website List (IWL)
The MCMC proposed the CMCF investigate the viability
of introducing an Infringing Website List (IWL). This is a
black list of websites that are proven to stream pirated,
inappropriate and other illegal content that earns
advertising revenue.
The idea was already submitted by CMCF to the MCMC
in 2017. It however did not gain any traction from the
MCMC then.
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Professional Bodies
and Marketers
MEDIA SPECIALISTS
ASSOCIATION (MSA)
Media Pitch Disbursement
By Laws

The MSA remains keen on
implementing their own Pitch
Disbursement By Laws. The Council
since 2016 has been actively
advocating this.
The Council developed and passed
a draft of the proposed By Laws,
which required MSA to address
matters such as the minimum
marketing communications
budget that will trigger a pitch
disbursement and disciplinary
actions in cases of non-compliance
by an MSA member.
Council recommended MSA to also
implement a demerit system similar
to the 4As Boomerang Membership
Accreditation Programme to help
ensure MSA members adhere to
their By Laws.
Dato’ Johnny Mun attended the
MSA’s Council meeting in May to
further advance the agenda. The
MSA Council agreed to establish a
committee to review and formally
respond as soon as practical.

ADVERTISING STANDARDS
ADVISORY (ASA)
Regaining ASA’s Potency
The ASA needs to regain its
effectiveness and credibility
as the self regulatory body to
regulate print, outdoor and
cinema advertising premised on
advertisements being legal, decent,
honest and truthful.
This as outlined in the Malaysian
Code of Advertising Practice
(MCAP). The concerted effort to
revitalise the ASA must originate
with its nominated Committee
Members, whose past 4 year
performance have been below
standards.
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A lack of quorum at monthly
meetings, lax attitude towards
advertisers who neglect to furnish
proper explanations for their
misleading claims and delays in
arriving at decisions have merged
to dilute the authority of the ASA.
Unscrupulous advertisers, have
continued to publish false claims
by repeating the misleading ads.
The Council initiated a summit
between the Presidents of Malaysian
Newspaper Publisher Association
(MNPA), Malaysian Advertisers
Association (MAA), Media Specialists
Association (MSA) and Outdoor
Advertising Association of Malaysia
(OOAM), who are the Constituent
Members of the ASA, to deliberate
on the future of ASA.
At the November 26 meeting, all
leaders of the Constituent Members
unanimously agreed ASA needs
new leadership. Advertising veteran,

"The ASA needs
to regain its
effectiveness
and credibility
as the self
regulatory body
to regulate
print, outdoor
and cinema
advertising
premised on
advertisements
being legal,
decent, honest
and truthful."

En. Azizul Kallahan, the Association’s
proposed nominee, was endorsed
by all Constituent Members as the
new ASA Chairman. He assumed
office in January 2020.

Leading advertisers were no longer
imposing a mandatory condition for
their brands to advertise only in ABCaudited publications. Media agencies
too seemed indifferent to the need
for audited publications in their
media recommendations.
In view of growing apathy from
advertisers, publishers and media
agencies towards ABC-audited
publications and the fact that
creative agencies have over the
years less involvement with media
selection, the Association will no
longer remain a part of the ABC.
The Association notified the
ABC Chairman of its resignation
and cited:

En. Azizul Kallahan

AUDIT BUREAU
OF CIRCULATION (ABC)
The resignations of Sin Chew, Guang
Ming and China Press from the ABC
in February raised the spectre of
the body losing its relevance to the
industry.
In the ensuing month, ABC Chairman
Ms. Foong Ai Peng called for a
meeting between the Association,
MAA and MSA to discuss ABC’s
future, with emphasis on JIC Digital
to be the new driver on audit and
accountability standards.
A strong message was conveyed
to Sin Chew, Guang Ming and China
Press to remain in the ABC in view of
the materialisation of the JIC Digital,
an industry body for proper audits of
digital media and digital publications.
The Association also urged the MAA
to request MSA members to use
ABC’s audited figures in their media
planning proposals to support the
body.
In May, the Star also decided to resign
from the ABC. This complicated the
situation for the 4As, as it will be the
Association’s turn to assume the
chair from the MAA in June.

(1) The resignations of the Star,
Sin Chew, China Press and
Guang Ming from ABC have
relayed a clear message that
publishers from MNPA no longer
valued audited circulation
figures to support their
advertising sales efforts.
(2) It is also evident that key
advertisers belonging to the
MAA no longer insist that their
media planning agencies list
ABC-audited publications as a
prerequisite in media selection.
In the same letter, the Association
declared its support for the
establishment of JIC Digital on
condition the MAA drives it, as
it believes that the JIC Digital
will not prosper if MAA members
do not make it mandatory for
advertisements to be published
in JIC Digital-audited online
publications.
The 4As also called the MAA and
MSA to declare their support for
ABC. While the MSA signed an
undertaking, the MAA remained non
committal and requested the MNPA
to determine if they want ABC
to continue to exist as Malaysian
Newspaper Publishers Association
(MNPA) members form the majority
of ABC members.

NATIONAL FILM
DEVELOPMENT
CORPORATION (FINAS)
En. Ahmad Idham, the CEO of
FINAS, announced that they are
reinstating the use of Production
Agreements as a “Made-inMalaysia” requirement for television
commercials to be broadcast on
terrestrial and satellite platforms.
This was effective from October 1,
2019.
En. Ahmad Idham added that FINAS
is also seeking the government’s
approval for a “Filming In Malaysia
Incentive” (FIMI) to enable foreign
production companies to receive
a 30% rebate if their production
budget to shoot television
commercials locally exceeds
RM1.5 million.

MALAYSIAN ASSOCIATION
OF ADVERTISING
FILMMAKERS (PPFIM)
The 4As since 2016 have promoted
as “best practice”, the use of written
agreements between Agency and
the Film Production Company. A
template(guide) agreement was
developed with Clauses the 4As
had vetted and found fair and
reasonable for industry use. This
was based on a draft submitted
by the Malaysian Association of
Advertising Filmmakers/ Persatuan
Penerbit Filem Iklan Malaysia (
PPFIM).
PPFIM have unilaterally and without
any prior discussion decided to now
demand a fixed 30 day payment
term for the balance 50% of
production cost.
This fixed 30 day payment term
is upon delivery of final approved
broadcast materials to Agency.
Their demand is effective 11
February 2020

"The 4As notified
PPFIM their
demand was
rejected. It does
not take into
account that
Advertisers
have individually
negotiated credit
terms with their
Agencies."
take into account that Advertisers
have individually negotiated credit
terms with their Agencies.
These terms are more than 30 days
after work is completed, except
when prepayments are needed
by suppliers to kick-start costly
production work.
Therefore to kick-start such work,
upfront payment for the first 50%
is justifiable. (In the case for shoots
outside Malaysia, the first 60%). This
also follows the norm practiced in
other countries.
The payment terms for the balance
50% upon delivery of final approved
broadcast material is to be negotiated.
This is what was jointly agreed in 2016
with PPFIM.
The 4As position on this remains
unchanged.
The principle of all good business
agreements is it must be based on
a “willing seller-buyer” basis. This
supports fair competition. This
spirit must prevail. This was how
we notified PPFIM of our support to
use the written agreement template
(guide) effective 2016.
PPFIM has decided to defer their
demand until further notice.

The 4As notified PPFIM their
demand was rejected. It does not
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COMMITTEE

To develop and
enhance human
capital by providing
Members the tools,
training and other
programmes

Led by Mr. Kristian Lee,
Puan Farrah Harith,
and Dato’ Johnny Mun

Professional Qualifications
STRENGTHENING THE 4AS/IPA
ALLIANCE
The CEO briefed the Council on his dialogue
sessions with the IPA’s Director General Mr. Paul
Bainsfair, Director of Membership & Professional
Development Mr. Patrick-Mills and Indre Dragunite,
Head of Learning Technologies. The dialogue was
held at IPA’s London headquarters in March 2019.
A number of advances were made which included:

1. Vox Comm at Cannes:
Vox Comm is a new global effort led by IPA, the
American Association of Advertising Agencies
and European Association of Communication
Agencies to illustrate the “Best of The Best”
to global advertisers who annually attends
the Cannes Festival in June.
The Association was invited to nominate a
Malaysian case study that showcases the best
effective work that used technology and data
to add true value to an advertiser’s business.
They want to showcase and present up to 12
global examples to alter perception amongst
major advertisers that creative agencies are
becoming less effective in tackling business
problems.

Educate
Committee
Report

The Council agreed that the CEO selects the most
outstanding work from the pool of the Malaysian
Effie gold winners and forward it for IPA’s
shortlisting.

To increase
the skills of
Members through
engaging and
transformative
learning
experiences

2. Local study content added to the
IPA Foundation Certificate
The IPA agreed to replace the “UK media context”
chapter with our locally relevant “Malaysian media
context” for Malaysian delegates to study.

PROJECT

• Chartered Institute of Practitioners in Advertising (IPA)
• Higher Institution Outreach Programme
• Astro-4As Education Aid

IPA's London HQ is coincidentally
next to the High Commission of Malaysia
4As Council Report 2019–20
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" An agency shall mean a trading company whose
principal business objectives is to create, maintain and
enhance the value of its clients’ brands and business
through advertising, marketing communications
or marketing services. Only agencies meeting this
definition shall be entitled to be members of the IPA."
3. Updated Definition
of a Member Agency

Council agreed to CEO’s
proposal that for our
constitution, 4As adopts the
same. This will be tabled for
Member’s vote at the next AGM.

The IPA agreed once again to
share their lead UK trainers to
conduct four short courses
during Quarter 3, 2020;
• IPA Account Management
Bootcamp
• IPA Marketers Bootcamp
• IPA Creative Directors
Bootcamp
• How to Influence
The Purchase Decision
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FOUNDATION CERTIFICATE
(BATCH 5 & 6)
The Foundation Certificate
qualification is widely regarded as
a “rite of passage” in the UK and
now in Malaysia for fast tracking
the careers of young industry
employees. Knowledge that could
take several years to acquire is now
available in this essential overview
of advertising.
The course offers a strong basic
foundation and a comprehensive
understanding of the marketing
communications process, from
understanding the advertisers
business, writing strategy and
briefs, media, ideation, creative
development up to campaign
effectiveness. These basics never
change. Get them right and the
rest will fall in place.

Educate Committee Report

A total of 35 delegates enrolled
for the batch 5 and 6 intake.
The 2019 pass rate improved to
92% compared to 89% in 2018.
7 delegates scored a distinction.
As of 2019, 151 Malaysian have
been certified.

10

9

16

DELEGATES

DELEGATES

DELEGATES

DELEGATES

92%

70%

89%

93%

PASS RATE

The IPA shared their updated,
broader definition of a Member
Agency, in view of the seismic
industry changes. “An agency
shall mean a trading company
whose principal business
objectives is to create, maintain
and enhance the value of its
clients’ brands and business
through advertising, marketing
communications or marketing
services. Only agencies meeting
this definition shall be entitled
to be members of the IPA.”

4. IPA’s Endorsed Trainers

35

PASS RATE

PASS RATE

EFF TEST CERTIFICATE
(BATCH 2)

DIGITAL PERFORMANCE
CERTIFICATE (BATCH 1)

The EFF Test Certificate
qualification is for practitioners
involved in the development and
evaluation of effective creative
work across all marketing
communications disciplines.

The Digital Performance
Certificate qualification is designed
for practitioners to be better able
to brief, plan and execute digital
specific campaigns regardless of
their agency specialization.

It helps identify planning and
effectiveness measurement
technologies that are central to
how agencies can create effective
campaigns for their clients. The
EFF Test equips delegates with the
skills, confidence and knowledge
base to not just participate but
to now lead conversations with
clients on how to deliver powerful,
insightful, innovative and efficient
campaigns. 9 delegates enrolled
for the Batch 2 intake. 8 delegates
passed giving Batch 2 a 89% pass
rate. There are now 22 certified
Malaysians.

It helps practitioners understand
each of the key disciplines in
digital marketing, learn how to buy
traffic through display marketing,
and “how to message” successful
campaigns including how SEO,
affiliate marketing and Paid search
can work for you.
16 delegates enrolled for the batch
1 intake with the exam held on
4 December 2019. There was a 93%
pass rate with 3 delegates scoring
a distinction. The inaugural batch
resulted in 15 certified Malaysians.

PASS RATE

SCHOLARSHIP AWARDS
FOR LECTURERS FOUNDATION CERTIFICATE
The 15 advertising lecturers
who were awarded the 4As
scholarships since 2017 have
now transformed into goodwill
ambassadors of the Association.
They have adopted the up-todate content from the Foundation
Certificate course and are sharing
this knowledge with their students.
There is merit in continuing and
expanding this “train the trainer”
scheme. Through the lecturers,
the Association is helping raise
standards and the employability
of graduates.

COMMERCIAL CERTIFICATE
(BATCH 4)
The Commercial Certificate
qualification is a course for agency
finance for future agency leaders.
It shows the big picture of agency
finance. Everything from KPI’s to
contracts to fee structures and
client P&L’s. It teaches delegates
to ask the really important financial
questions and understand the
commercial factors influencing
agencies and clients.

IPA Digital Performance
Certiﬁcate
Your shortcut to the big picture.
Developed with practitioners, the IPA Digital
Performance Certiﬁcate provides junior
practitioners working in the communications
industry with an essential grounding in digital
performance marketing. Delegates will graduate
better able to brief, plan and execute digital
marketing campaigns regardless of their agency
type. Visit www.ipa.co.uk/digitalperformance
for more information.
Passing the Digital Performance Certiﬁcate
would earn you two stars towards the ﬁve
required to qualify as an Accredited MIPA.
For more information see:
www.ipa.co.uk/MIPA

10 delegates enrolled for the Batch
4 intake. The pass rate was 70%. As
of 2019, 40 Malaysians have been
certified.
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The ASTRO-4As
Education Aid
An annual dialogue was held with Astro’s Datuk
David Yap (Director of Corporate Responsibility/
Community Affairs) and Ms Jolyn Gasper (Head
of Department) to re-emphasize the importance
for Astro to continue its annual RM150,000.00
funding of the Association’s professional
development programs.
The broadcaster was pleased with the training
courses helmed by the IPA endorsed trainers.
Astro supported the plan to continue tapping
into the IPA knowledge base. Astro subsequently
agreed to extend its aid for year 2019 based on a
reduced amount of RM100,000.00. This is due to
their internal budget cuts.
This funding helps the 4As to price training costs
more affordably bearing in mind IPA Trainer fees
are levied in British Pounds.

University Outreach Programme
Industry Talks- Tertiary Institutions
The 4As CEO during the past 12 months
continued to engage directly with lecturers
and undergraduates including Universiti Sains
Malaysia and IACT. To date over 500 participants
have attended the 2.5 hour presentation aimed
at heightening desire to join our industry and to
appreciate:
1. The role and value of the 4As within
the marketing communications industry.
2. The value of industry self-regulation
and scope of ASA and CMCF.
3. Best practices used in planning for marketing
effectiveness via a lecture on “The Power of A
High Value Idea”.

Career Fairs
Participation in career fairs is
crucial to profile the Association,
industry at large and aid it in the
search for new talent.
M&C Saatchi helped secure the
4As a booth at the University of
Nottingham Career Fair. 2000
people attended the fair, which was
organized between March 13 and
14. Student resumes were collected
and delivered to the Secretariat,
which will facilitate job interviews
amongst participating agencies.

Participants were appreciative of the opportunity
to hear about the real world and tips on how
to excel at interviews in Advertising Agencies.
The plan is to continue this exercise in other
institutions as a complement to the University
Outreach Program. Several universities have
invited the 4As back to meet their new intakes.
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COMMITTEE
Led by Mr. Kristian Lee
and Dato’ Johnny Mun

Increase
visibility of
all Association
activities and
efforts under
a single
umbrella

"The 4As promote good practices but
speak out where we see bad practices
and value destroying behaviour."

Public
Relations

Media
Fellowship

Council noted that our focussed PR efforts
have now attracted more attention especially
the annual Putra Brand Awards, the Kancil Awards
and Festival and the Effie Awards.

The Council hosted an appreciation-cumwelcome dinner for Datuk Seri Wong Chun Wai
and Mr. Andreas Vogiatzakis, the former and
new Group CEO of the Star Media Group Bhd.
respectively.

We were also successful in explaining our strong
stand against Advertisers who organized pitches
with unreasonable short timelines, rogue Advertisers
who claimed ownership of ideas and work during
a pitch and GLC’s who demand a tender fee.
The 4As promote good practices but speak out
where we see bad practices and value destroying
behaviour. These received wide coverage and
support in trade and business press across Asia.
We explained why continuous professional
development (CPD) through the IPA online
qualifications and the 2 to 3 day IPA bootcamps
are, an essential investment that makes hardnosed commercial sense.
These PR efforts had a positive and cumulative
effect on the credibility and reputation of the 4As
in providing purposeful industry guidance and
leadership.

Publicity
Committee
Report

Create
consistent
publicity
through
consolidation

The Star has been a long-standing supporter
and event sponsor of the Association and has
consistently provided news coverage. Key
representatives from media owners, presidents
of related associations as well as Council
members attended the dinner.

"We were also successful
in explaining our strong
stand against Advertisers
who organized pitches
with unreasonable
short timelines, rogue
Advertisers who claimed
ownership of ideas and
work during a pitch and
GLC’s who demand a
tender fee."

THE STAR
Inconsiderate advertisers lambasted
22 July 2019
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4

2

1

"If you think training
is expensive, consider
the price of ignorance."

"When an Advertising
Agency decides to pitch,
they pitch to win on merit.
We will participate if, in our
judgement, the selection
panel is unbiased. We seek
reassurance that an objective
scoring and evaluation
system will be adopted by the
advertisers selection panel.
Not having one raises
alarm bells and triggers a
withdrawal. Not giving a clear
pitch brief will also trigger the
same. A clear, succinct and
inspirational brief directly
contributes to great work."

6

3
5

1. MUMBRELLA ASIA
4A's Malaysia CEO
points to ongoing
Cyberview RFP in
Malaysia to highlight
problems with pitching
24 July 2019
2. THE STAR
Agencies need to
innovate to attract
talent
17 February 2020
3. THE STAR
4As addresses
workplace mental
health awareness
21 February 2020
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4. ADVERTISING
+ MARKETING
4As speaks out against
Tenaga Nasional
for demanding
'unreasonable' RM5k
tender fee
31 October 2019
5. THE STAR
4As hits out at rogue
advertisers
26 January 2019
6. THE STAR
Enhancing online
platform
23 September 2019

Publicity Committee Report
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Ordinary Members

Associate Members

180 DEGREES BRANDCOM SDN BHD

AGENDA SOLUTION SDN BHD

ABC MEDIAWORKS SDN BHD

B&B ADVERTISING

ADL ADVERTISING & DESIGN SDN BHD

FUTUREPLAY SDN BHD

ADRENALINE COMMUNICATIONS SDN BHD

INNO MIND SDN BHD

ALT ADVANTAGE SDN BHD

INTER XS MEDIA SDN BHD

APD DIGITAL SERVICES SDN BHD

SMASCOM & DESIGN SDN BHD

AQM CREATIVE & COMMUNICATION SDN BHD
ARTURN COMMUNICATIONS (M) SDN BHD
ASATSU-DK SDN BHD
ASTANA INTERNATIONAL SDN BHD
BARON ADVERTISING SDN BHD

GREY WORLDWIDE SDN BHD

BBDO MALAYSIA SDN BHD

HAKUHODO (M) SDN BHD

BEANS MEDIA SDN BHD

HAVAS IMMERSE SDN BHD

BRONCOS WORLDWIDE SDN BHD

HUNTER STRATEGIC COMMUNICATIONS SDN BHD

BULB COMMUNIQUE SDN BHD

IF INTERACTIVE SDN BHD

CHEIL MALAYSIA SDN BHD

J WALTER THOMPSON SDN BHD

CODA ADVERTISING SDN BHD

KARISMA KREATIF WORLDWIDE SDN BHD

COMPASS INTERACTIVE SDN BHD

K-GIC ADVERTISING SDN BHD

CREATIVE JUICE KUALA LUMPUR SDN BHD

LINS ADVERTISING & MARKETING SDN BHD

CRUSH COMMUNICATIONS (M) SDN BHD

M&C SAATCHI (M) SDN BHD

DENTSU (MALAYSIA) SDN BHD

MANTRA COMMUNICATION SDN BHD

DIA BRAND CONSULTANTS SDN BHD

McCANN-ERICKSON (M) SDN BHD

ELLIPSIS ASIA SDN BHD

MEDIACLIQ SDN BHD

FISHERMEN INTEGRATED SDN BHD

MEGA ADVERTISING SDN BHD

FIXGO ADVERTISING (M) SDN BHD

MONSTER INTERACTIVE SDN BHD

FOREFRONT STUDIO SDN BHD

NAGA DDB SDN BHD

GEOMETRY GLOBAL SDN BHD

OXYGEN ADVERTISING SDN BHD
SHINAJII SDN BHD
SPIN COMMUNICATIONS SDN BHD
STAR REACHER ADVERTISING SDN BHD
TBWA KUALA LUMPUR
TORPEDO IDEAS (M) SDN BHD
TWO POINTS SDN BHD
VIVAKI(M) SDN BHD
WPP MARKETING COMMUNICATIONS (MALAYSIA)
SDN BHD
YOUNG & RUBICAM SDN BHD
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Contact
For further enquiries, please contact the 4As Secretariat.

Macomm Management Services Sdn Bhd
Unit 706, Block B,
Pusat Dagangan Phileo Damansara 1,
No. 9, Jalan 16/11, Off Jalan Damansara
46350 Petaling Jaya, Selangor, Malaysia

Tel No.
603 7660 8535

Fax No.
603 7660 8532

Email Add.
secretariat@aaaa.org.my
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